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tlien upon receipt of a particular ndio signal
from the earth transmitted by the ap icecraft at a
time convenient for its reception Soviet
scientists by a special techmaue were able in
the case of their I ettvs IV probe (Oct 1967) to
parachute an instrumented canister from the
spacecraft so that it could descend slowly to the
qurface of the planet — a feat described by ferr
Bernard Lovell who was recording the enter
prise at Jodrell Bank as an experiment of
clas'nc elegance See also Radio Astronomy
Telemeoy
Radioactivity is the spontaneous transformation of
atomic nuclei accompanied by the emission of
Ionising radiations It was discovered in 1896
br Been. ierel who noticed that salts containing
uranium sent oft radiations which like X ra,j &
can blacken a photographic plate Two years
later Marie and Pierre Curie discovered several
new chemical elements which possessed the
same propertj but many tunes more intense
than uranium the most important of these was
radium Shortly afterwards it w is established
mainly by Eutheriord that thiee types of
radiations called a $ and y rays aTe emitted
from radioactive substances It was also
Putherford who jointly with Soddy deduced
that the emission of the radiations is associated
with the spontaneous disintegration of atom
wnich result in the transformation of one
radioactive substance into auother A series
of such transformations ends when a stable
element is produced All of the heavy radio
actu e dements can "be ir-anted in three radio
active series called the uranium thorium and
actinium series Initially radioactivity was
thought to be a property confined only to a feu
elements occurring in nature In 1934 how
ever Irene and Frederick Johot Curie dis
covered that ordinary elements can be trin&
formed into radioactive forms by subjecting
them to bombardment with a particles
Following this it was found that beams of
other fast particles produced in accelerators can
also render ordinary substances radioactive
Isowadays it is known that radio ictivity is a
general property of matter any chemical
element can be produced in one or more ladio
active forms or isotopes See FU
Radio Astronomy The science of radio astro
nomy makes use of radio apparatus and tech
maues for the observation ot events occurring
in far distant parts of the universe and in so
doing Is able to enlarge upon the observational
field 01 optical astronomy in a lemarkable way
By means of radio telescopes it is possible to
observe parts of the universe so far distant that
the radio waves received have taken thousands
of millions of years to travel from their source
to the earth and thus to observe happenings
which, may have occurred near the beginning of
the history of the universe Thus radio
astronomy works with signals that are broad
casit by objects m space
There are two main types of radio telescope
The first known as the interferometer uses
aeiials spaced at large distances so as to cover
a wide tract of ground This lias $ high reso
lution but suffers from the disadvantage that
it can ' observe only a very limited area of the
sky overhead, as the earth turns upon its axis
Jhe second and steerable type is that of
the radio telescope at Jodrell Bank Cheshire
which consists of an enormous uracave metal
bowl with the radio aerials at ita centre This
though it has a lower resolution can be
directed or steered on to any part of the sky
which Is above the horizon and so can under
take a. much more comprehensive observational
programme. It can be used either to receive
radio •waves coming from desired sources or
to transmit them and then pick up the echo
from for example the moon or a planet as in
radar
One source of radio waves which can be
detected by radio telescopes is our own sun
whose behaviour under quiet and abnor
mal conditions can be observed in this way
Some of the planets also appear to emit radio
waves from parts of their surface But much
more remarkable are the waves which are re
"
a. -weather station hi miniature carried
 aloft by a free balloon to heights normally in the
neighbourhood of 10 miles Signals representa
tive of values of atmospheric pressure tempera
ture and humidity are transmitted 8imul
taneously by radio to ground receiving ap
paratus The position of the balloon at any in
stant can be determined by radar enabling the
speed and direction of the upper winds to be de
duced
Radium a radioactive metal symbol Ha dis
covered by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898
Atomic weight 226 The Radium In&titute
founded and equipped by Lord Iveagh and
Sir Ernest Cassel was opened in 1911 for the
treatment of patients and research into the effect
of radium on the human system Radiotherapy
(use of X rays from radium) is used in the treat
ment of cancer
Radon a radioactive gaseous element svmbolBn
formed by radioactive decay of radium Its
discovery completed the series of elements
known as the inert (or rare) gases
Kail a well known genus of the EalMap famdy
including the Water Hail the Moorhen Corn
crake and Coot resident in the Butish Isles
Rain When moist air rises into lower tempera
tures and becomes saturated condensation
takes place on the numerous hygroscopic par
tides present in the atmosphere If the tern
perature is above freezing a cloud of small
droplets is formed and as the air continues to
nee they grow in size until the weight is great
enough to make them fall to the earth as ram
The formation of large raindrops has been attn
buted to coagulation of smaller drops of differ
ent sizes while another mechanism depends
upon the presence m the cloud of ice crystals aa
well as water drops In temperate latitudes
snowflakes falling from the freezing level melt
m the warmer air below producing large rain
drops which grow in their flight through the
lower part of the cloud
Rainbow a beautiful colour effect visible to an ob
server with back to the sun and facing a rain
shower caused by the refraction and reflection
of sunbght in minute water droplets in the air
From high in the air it would be possible to see
a rainbow as a complete circle but from the
ground the most that can be seen is a semi
circle when the sun is just on the horizon
the higher the sun is the smaller the arc of
the rainbow When conditions are suitable
two bows are seen the secondary with the
colours of the spectrum reversed The colours
of the rainbow are seven red orange yellow
green, blue, indigo and violet—the colours of
the spectrum See also Aurora
Ramgauge an instrument consisting of a deep
metal runnel whose stem dips into a graduated
glass jar from which the depth of the rain water
collected can be read Continuous records of
rainfall are provided by self registering instru
ments
Rain Making is a facility long desired by mankind
especially m the drought ridden regions and
attempted throughout history by numerous
non scientific means Since the Second World
War it has been proved that clouds can some
times be made to rain or snow by dropping into
them from an aeroplane very cold particles of
solid carbon dioxide or certain chemicals This
makes the moisture of the cloud form tiny ice
crystals which grow big and finally fall out of
the cloud. The process is auite complicated
ana not fully understood and the practical
exploitation is somewhat chancy at present but
experiments have been, made in many countries
and the United States has a considerable pro
gramme of study As well as scientific there
are commercial and legal problems premature
commercial exploitation has resulted in dis
fllusionment m some cases
Rambouillet, a royal French chateau (14th cent
rebuilt 18th cent) near Paris and the official
summer residence of the President of the French
Republic Also the name of the famous literary
salon of the Marquise de Bambouillet (1588-
1665)
Rampant in heraldry is a term applied to the
figure of an animal with forelegs elevated the
dexter uppermost When the animal is shown
side feced it is wm&ant cKaylayeA when full
face rammtt truardant when looting back

